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1



Introduction



1.1



Overview



Low-cost airline is a phenomenon starting at the end of the twentieth century in Europe, which coincides with the latest stage of market deregulation. Following the success of Southwest Airlines - the leading lowcost airline in the United States - European low-cost airlines such as Ryanair and easyJet are quickly gaining market share on the Continent through aggressive pricing and marketing, backed by low cost structures that are radically different from those of established traditional carriers. These new entrants had less than a 5 percent share of the market in 2000 and are expected to account for 25 percent of the market by 2010, according to a study recently completed by Mercer Management Consulting in 2002.



The objective of this paper is to understand how low cost airlines are changing the equilibrium of the market with innovative ideas, and how established airlines can react in front of this aggressive competition. In particular this analysis will evaluate whether Iberia can be successful with the recent launch of the low cost subsidiary Clickair in October 2006.



The analysis will address the critical success factors of low cost entrants, the evolution of the air transport environment and the competitive landscape, and will focus on Iberia’s strategy viability.



1.2



Reference -



Impact of Low Cost Low-Cost Airlines Gaining Momentum in Europe, By Dieter Schneiderbauer and Olivier Fainsilber, Mercer on Travel and Transport



-



Airlines (2002), by Mercer Management Consulting



-



OAG report on European Low-cost carriers



-



Article, Iberia Lands on Low Cost Approach to Confronting its Competitions, by Universia Knowledge Wharton, 2006



-



Reports from Iberia Web Site : www.iberia.com
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1.3 RPK



Definitions Revenue Passenger Kilometer is one of the benchmarks for measuring the size of airlines. If an airline flies a plane carrying 100 paying passengers 1,000 kilometers, that flight would count for 100,000 RPK's toward the airline's total.



ASK



ASK is an abbreviation for Available Seat Kilometer. In parallel with the RPK, it is used in judging the size of airlines. Where the RPK measures an airline's actual traffic, the ASK measures an airline's potential traffic: how many RPK's the airline would pull if every airplane were full of paying passengers.
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Critical Success Factors : European Low Cost Airlines



The low cost model was adopted by Ryanair and EasyJet based on the success of South West Airline in the US. The LCC revolution really got underway with the creation of the single European Aviation Market which enabled Ryanair and easyJet to expand their services of low fares and high frequencies.



2.1



Low-Cost Carriers Concept



The initial success was relying on a simple product with "no frills" such as in-flight catering (customers pay extra for meals, drink and snack they require), narrow seating that would give greater capacity, no seat allocation or connecting flights, no business class and lounge, no frequent-flyer programs, and no baggage connections. Further expansion occurred with the growth of the Internet and developments in technology such as yield and capacity management systems which brought huge cost savings for airlines to pass on to passengers, triggering a boom in flight capacity. Ticketless travel and Internet booking are preferred than the more costly Global Distribution Systems, and saves commissions for travel agents.



Low operating costs and sales commissions are combined with high productivity, to enable such airlines to achieve higher margins than incumbents. The airline industry is extremely sensitive to cost such as fuel, labor and borrowing costs. Low cost airlines managed to reduce cost up to a point that traditional regional airlines have 135% higher costs.



Representative Operating Costs : Low Cost Airline versus Regional Airline, (source Airline Business, CAA, Doganis, Mercer)
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EasyJet has also evolved from this model introducing services to secondary airports such as Frankfurt Hahn and Stockholm Skavsta, which may be distant from the city advertised - 120km and 88km respectively.



The Market Positioning was also of paramount importance in the success of LCCs. It directly targets leisure travelers and price-conscious business travelers, by offering frequent, short haul point-to-point service with high frequency. LLCs flies to cheaper, less congested secondary airports, and flies early in the morning or late in the evening to avoid air traffic delays and take advantage of lower landing fees. The most profitable routes for LCCs are of no more than two hours duration, allowing maximum utilization of aircraft. They started by flying city-to-city routes but are now increasingly targeting resorts, although many tend to ignore routes of three hours or longer. This means that major markets such as the Canary Islands are little served by LCCs, except those owned by tour operators. They are also supported by an aggressive marketing approach. They provide a simple fare scheme - fares increase as the plane fills up, which rewards early reservations – and "unbundling" of ancillary charges showing airport fees, taxes as separate charges rather than as part of the advertised fare to make the "headline fare" appear lower. That model remains essentially the same since middle 1990s. The low-cost model has been copied by most other LCCs. Elements of it - especially, web booking based on variable one-way fares – are now the norm for full-service carriers too. However Several LCCs and full-service scheduled airline have collapsed leaving passengers with no financial protection. LCCs are often accused of misleading advertising and poor levels of customer service, although they often out perform the legacy airlines in operating performance. Mercer believes that low-cost airlines will be just as successful in continental Europe as they have been in the United States and United Kingdom. The success of low-cost airlines derives from a focused business design, which is optimally tailored to meet the needs of air travelers who want to reach their destinations cheaply and efficiently, and without having to change planes. This business design consists of three key elements illustrating the Strategic Success Factors :
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-



No meals, drinks and snacks for free



-



Narrow seating (greater capacity)



-



No seat reservation; free-seating (encouraging passengers to



board early and quickly) -



No frequent-flyer programs



-



No baggage connection, no connecting flight



-



No business class and lounge



-



Low wages, low airport fees



-



Low costs for maintenance, cockpit training



and standby crews due to homogeneous fleet (single type of airplane Airbus A320 or Boeing 737) -



High resource productivity



-



simple boarding processes, no air freight, no



hub services, short cleaning times



Simple Product (No Frills)



Low Operating Costs



employees working in multiple roles



-



short flights and fast turnaround times or



maximum utilization of planes



Low Cost Airline



Market Positioning



-



-



Lean sales (high percentage of online sales)



-



Aggressive fuel hedging programs



Non-business passengers, leisure traffic, price-conscious



business passengers -



Short-haul point-to-point traffic with high frequencies



-



Aggressive marketing



-



"Unbundling" of ancillary charges



-



a simple fare scheme : fares increase as the plane fills up,



which rewards early reservations -



Less congested secondary airports



-



Flying to cheaper, less congested secondary airports, and



flying early in the morning or late in the -



Competition with all transportation carriers on route



inferior to 2 hours



Low Cost Business Model / Strategic success factors



2.2



Deregulation and Life Cycle



The expansion of low-cost carriers in Europe coincided with the final deregulation of the market during the 1990s. Genuine low-cost operations began on the British Isles in the 1990s with Ryanair from Ireland, which was patterned after Southwest Airlines in the US. European deregulation of the air industry in Europe in 1997 gave carriers from one EU country the right to operate scheduled services between other EU states, and represented a major opportunity for Ryanair.
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After the success of low-cost carriers such as Ryanair and easyJet, traditional airlines responded by launching their own low-cost operations. British Airways moved first, launching Go in 1998, followed by KLM, which launched Buzz in 2000. The market is characterized by the expansion of the existing low-cost airlines (e.g. Ryanair, easyJet), new upstarts (e.g. Basiq Air, bmibaby), takeovers (e.g. Go from BA by easyJet in 2002, and Buzz from KLM by Ryannair in 2003) and bankruptcies with market exits (e.g. AB Airlines, Debonair). Expansion started first in the UK market and progressed all over the continental European Market.



Partial Market Deregulation



1997 : European Market Deregulation



1995 : creation of easyJet in Luton



1985 : creation of Ryannair in Dublin



1998: creation of GO Fly by (BA) 2002 : TakeOver of GO by EZ



2003 : LCC Market Share : 15% Growth : 40%



UK market



2001 : Ryannair operates in Brussel 2003 : TakeOver of Buzz by Ryannair 2003 : LCC 2000 : KLM launches BUZZ Market Share : > impact in the sector >> impact on Iberia) - Economic Crisis >> fall in traffic >> weakness on European yields - War in Iraq >> High fuel prices >> limited effect due to the hedging policy - SARS >> fall in traffic >> no impact for iberia - Depreciation of dollar >> exchange effect >> net positive impact on cost and interest rate



Strategy Action



into



Capacity adjustment - Implementing additional operational flexibility in the long range fleetDelaying deliveries of new planes - Linking lease rents to utilization Cost Control Implementation of new revenue management model



Result



Operating revenue decrease -3.2% (2002-2003) Operating Cost decrease -0.5% Positive results : Operating Revenue 3.4M€, Net Income 108M€
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2004-2005 Situation Analysis



Environment - Increasing oil price - High LCC growth in the Spain-European market - Higher GDP growth in Europe and Latin America - Good performance of long haul markets - Recovery of the Spanish domestic unit revenue Economic perspective - Emerging Improvement in the domestic market - Shift in revenue -- braking the trend that resulted from the introduction of a LCC pricing model in spring 2003 - Expansion of LCC in Spain



Strategy Action



into



Flexibility: - Ability to adapt to different customer needs: differentiation of the products. Best customer proposal in each of our market segments - Ability to adjust capacity to market conditions Cost cutting focus Concentration in key strategic markets



Results



Availability of new capacity in Madrid and Barcelona (November 2005) New terminal T4 in Madrid Effectiveness of all the cost cutting initiatives of the 2003-2005 Director Plan Reasonable economic prospects in Spain, Europe and Latin America, subject to oil price evolution Selective growth development : Domestic +1.7%, Int. Medium Haul +33.6%, Europe +2%, Long Hauk +7.2% Unit Cost Evolution : total -1.7%, (-5.3% excluding fuel) Positive results : Op. rev 3.6M€, Net Income 402M€



2005-2006 Situation analysis



LCC penetration in Europe Short and Medium Haul - Growing competitive pressure: Low Cost Carriers (LCC) - New infrastructure developments: Airports and trains



Strategy Action



into



Short Haul - CLICKAIR operational in October 2006 Long Haul - Positioning Madrid as the hub to Latin America - Focus on growth in Europe-Latin America segment 22



Result



4.4



?



A defensive strategic option



Under threats from low cost carriers, Iberia and other flagship carriers as British Airways, Air France and Lufthansa are focusing their strategy on international flights, a sector that the low-cost carriers have not been able to fit into their business models. One of the keys to this approach is long distance routes. Another is business class, which neither EasyJet nor Ryanair has any plans to offer. In parallel Iberia like British Airways or KLM did, is embarking on a low-cost solution using the same weapon to compete on short haul flights. In January 2006, Iberia began conversations with Iberostar, an operator of hotels and resorts to jointly create and own a new low-cost airline. The company called Clickair started operations on October 2006, 1st . The base of operations is in Barcelona. Iberia will stand up the competition against Ryanair, EasyJet and Vueling that operate in Spain.



4.5



Enabling and Implementing 4.5.1



Iberia : A twofold strategy ?



What segment of the market are they going to compete in, and with what products and services ? In what ways are they going to combine their new focus with the traditional approach? Iberia’s strategy is addressing two different markets, which requires a clear segmentation of the market. On one side Iberia operates in international flights, based on hub connections. This requires a complex system of logistics, an impenetrable network of interconnections and a policy of maintaining well-oiled alliances. Although this model involves great infrastructural costs, it guarantees that they are connected with the large market in Latin America. On the other hand, Iberia is adopting a low-cost model. It is difficult to combine the two business models under the same roof. It can create confusion and give the impression that Iberia is placing its bets on the former model, and it will participate in the latter model only in a limited way. The key for the new company CLICKAIR is to occupy the positions that Iberia leaves on some domestic and European routes. And it will have to become the low-cost airline associated with Iberia, with shared codes and similar agreements. Iberia abandons some routes that are no longer profitable because of the high costs they involve, to compete on the same routes with a low cost model. In the past, Ángel Mullor, Iberia’s chief executive, stated “The low-cost airlines are our big enemy…We cannot compete with the ticket prices
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on domestic routes.” Clickair is the plan Iberia has put together for getting into the low-cost sector and confronting the enemy with its own weapons. Iberia has been slow – on purpose – to create its plan because the company intends to take a meticulous approach to entering a sector where other flagship carriers have failed, such as British Airways with GO.



Main chalenge and opportunity



Iberia’s director plan 2006-2008



Competitive pressure will remain



Long Haul will increase its weight



4.5.2



A complex management structure



Iberia did not want and does not have a majority ownership in the new airline Clickair. Iberia has 20% ownership, the same percentage as the other partners, which are Cobra, Nefinsa, Quercus and Iberostar. Their goal is to avoid one of the reasons that other plans have failed. Iberia is aware that launching an airline in order to compete with low-cost companies means that it has to reduce it supply of flights. It goes through collaborative deals that help the new airline’s operations and generate synergies. Iberia is supporting operations of Clickair and have transferred aircraft from the IB’s fleet. However the first goal is for it to function and to do that well. The management structure is not easy to handle. At the moment, there are five partners who have equal ownership. Its management should be independent of the five companies that comprise it, and it must have clear goals. It must look for segments 24



in emerging markets. Obviously, it must also emphasize measures for containing costs, which are so high for the big companies.”



4.5.3



An operational structure



The airline will maintain its operations base in El Prat airport, in Barcelona. It will be managed in an autonomous, independent way when it comes to opening new routes, requesting slots and managing its fleet. The airline hopes that, as a result of this plan, it will be able to put a stop to the explosion of low-cost carriers, as well as compensate to some extent for reduced supply on domestic routes. The new company must be able to differentiates itself from Iberia, and does not cannibalize the operations of the flagship operations. This is a critical element to take advantage of a market that is growing so fast in Spain and the rest of Europe.”
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5



Conclusion



This paper has identified the concept of low cost was based on the application of three concepts: low cost, market positioning and simple product. Thanks to their superior business design for inexpensive direct flights, low-cost airlines are expanding their European market share from the present 5 percent to 25 percent by 2010, thereby establishing themselves on a long-term basis. Initially, full service airlines did not regard LCCs as much of a threat as the LCCs were based at secondary airports. The reaction of legacy carriers on short-haul routes started with indifference until the gradual realization that the threat was here to stay. Major traditional airlines reacting by unsuccessfully creating their own low cost subsidiary between 1998 and 2001. Iberia had followed the same approach in 2006, but based on strong fundamentals. A succession of director plans started in 2003, brought Iberia in a very sane financial and operational situation, as illustrated in the following diagram.



Situation Analysis



2003



Strategy into Action



Outcome



Difficult year for airline industry -Economic crisis -War in Iraq



-Capacity adjustment -Cost control - New revenue management model



-Operating revenue decrease -3.2% (2002-2003) -Operating Cost decrease -0.5% -Positive results : Op. Rev. 3.4M€, Net Income 108M€



2004-05



- Increasing oil price - High LCC growth in the Spain-European market - Good performance of long haul markets Economic perspective



- Flexibility, Ability to adjust capacity to market conditions - Cost cutting focus - Concentration in key strategic markets



-Selective development : Domestic +1.7%, Int. Med. Haul +33.6%, Europe +2%, Long Haul +7.2% - Unit Cost : -1.7%, (-5.3% excl. fuel) Positive results : Op. Rev 3.6M€, Net Income 402M€



2005-06



- LCC penetration in Europe - Growing competitive pressure from LCC - Infrastructure dev. Airports and trains



-Short Haul : CLICKAIR operational in October 2006 -Long Haul :Focus on growth in Europe-Latin America, from Madrid hub



Success Expected !!!



The growing threat from LCC, obliged Iberia to fight with the same weapons by creating its subsidiary CLICKAIR. It is the logic result of the move organized over the past years. Iberia had constantly increased its operation on long haul flights between Europe and Latin America, and can initiate a new move in
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Europe by decreasing its number of flights to rely on a low cost operated Airline – Clickair - that will be seen as Iberia’s partner, and will benefit of Iberia’s strong brand while having the full profile of a low cost carriers. The future should show that Iberia took the right decision and implemented it efficiently and effectively.
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